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Welcome to this Pleasantly Nude location
where safety, freedom, respect, openness and hospitality are
paramount.
Nothing beats enjoying nudity in a place where you feel free and at ease.
But it’s not always obvious how to create such a place. That’s why NFN (the
Dutch organisation representing the interests of nude recreation) initiated the
‘Pleasantly Nude’ label in 2011.
Locations with this label explicitly pursue the core values of safety, freedom,
respect, openness and hospitality. As a result, everyone can relax nude in a
pleasant way.

What you can expect from a
Pleasantly Nude location:
√ If the weather and personal
circumstances permit, visitors are
expected in principle to be nude.
The sensitivities and ages of growing
children are taken into account, and
are treated with discretion.
√ It is clearly indicated where nudity
is appropriate (e.g. in the swimming
pool) and where it is not (e.g. in
the restaurant). Other specifics or
agreements that apply at the location
will also be clearly communicated.
√ The atmosphere is friendly and
respectful. Guests who are (relatively)
unfamiliar with nude recreation
are shown around in a helpful and
courteous way.
√ There is respect for everyone’s
individual sensibilities and choices with
regard to nude recreation, provided
that people do not cause any nuisance
to each other. This means that anyone
with a valid NFN card is welcome,
unless they behave unacceptably.
√ If someone exhibits annoying or

offensive behaviour that disrupts the
pleasant atmosphere, he or she will
be called to account. The location
manager will act with integrity and
appropriately in the event of reports
or suspicions of unacceptable or
undesirable behaviour.
√ Staff and guests are committed to
conserving nature by using energy,
water and waste in a sustainable and
responsible way.

Safety first: What if you notice that
one or more of the above agreements
at the Pleasantly Nude location are not
being correctly observed, or not at all?
Don’t keep it to yourself, but discuss
it with the manager. If the situation
does not improve, report this to NFN at
prettigbloot@nfn.nl.
Describe as clearly as possible what
happened and when it took place. NFN
will contact you in response to the report
and discuss how it will be followed up.
By doing this, we maintain the Pleasantly
Nude values together!
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